BARTRAM SCHOOL FOR HUMAN SERVICES
42ND and Ludlow
Philadelphia, PA 19104
215-823-8207

Train:
Take the R3 from Swarthmore Train Station to 30th Street stop. Either walk or take the Market Street elevated line to 42nd street and walk up to Ludlow. Ludlow is one block south of Market Street. The entrance to the school is on Ludlow Street.

Check SEPTA site for train schedule:
http://www.septa.org/schedule.cgi?route=r3s&day=1

Car:
Head toward the Springfield Mall on Rt. 320. At Baltimore Pike, (traffic light) just before you come to the actual mall, take a right on Baltimore Pike. Travel about 20 minutes on Baltimore Pike until you come to numbered streets in Philadelphia. They go down from 69th. Go on Baltimore Pike until 42nd Street. Take a left on 42nd. Go several blocks on 42nd. When you cross Chestnut, the next street is Ludlow. School is on the corner of Ludlow and 42nd on Ludlow Street.

If you can't make a left on 42nd street (every other street is basically one way), then go to 41st and make a left and go all the way to Market Street (beyond Ludlow and Chestnut) but Market street is two directions and Chestnut is one way the wrong direction. Make a left on Market and then another left on 42nd street. And Ludlow is between Market and Chestnut. (I hope for your sake that 42nd is one way in the right direction!!) Eva